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Letter from the Editor

WELCOME TO THE UNSEEN
My name is Mimi Young, and I am a Han-Taiwanese Canadian, living, working, and playing on the unceded and
traditional territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Mus ueam), Sḵ wx̱ wú7mesh (S uamish), and Sel̓íl̓witulh (Tsleil-Waututh)
Nations, otherwise known as Vancouver, Canada. I am also a spirit communicator.
One thing we can agree on is that no matter how di erent we may be from each other, we are all o spring; we are part of
a string of stories. Whether we are in relationship with our biological parents and these family lines is entirely another
story. e visible, the hidden, and all things in between are part of the fabric of all of our ancestry and family lines. We
might spend our whole life taking it for granted, nding the access barred, or feeling estranged. In core shamanic,
witchcra , and occultic work, we can invite our ancestors into our lives via a variety of doors. It is entirely possible to
connect to our stories and the individuals before us. Most of the time, we do not need to go far back to be connected to
our ancestors. Furthermore, the dead are as alive as we are willing to make them. In April's issue, I explore just a few
aspects of ancestry from my personal experience. e intention is that it will help prompt stirrings and starting points for
you in your ancestral explorations, healing, and legacy creations.
My upcoming Mystery Mentorship Water Module will also be exploring accessing the Unseen (including our ancestors)
through the element of Water, including dreams, in depth at the intersection of magick and intuition, core shamanic and
occultic practices. We start on April 4. See https://shopceremonie.com/learn/mystery-mentorship/ to learn more.
Here is a moving testimonial from Justine Anweiler @colourmyaura, a Mystery Mentorship apprentice. It's simply too
good not to share:
"Four years ago I walked away from a serious relationship and "dream" job because I felt they were both distracting me from my life's
purpose. In the years that followed, and in the light of a Saturn return, I tried tirelessly to make sense of my day dreams that would
show me the life I believe I came here to live. When I would share these thoughts with others they whole-heartedly believed in me and
could really see me doing i , but for some reason I never could. I o en felt like I couldn't see anything, or that maybe I was crazy . . .
just like my dad. It is weird having the feeling that you were born to be a radical/revolutionary – because as electrifying as it is, it is
also stiﬂingly heavy. And before your mentorship I was stru ling to con ain both of those emotions. In connecting with the Mother
Peace deck, hearing your wisdom and education on decolonization, and learning the multiple spiritual practices you have shown us – I
have found s ability. For four years I have been waiting for a parachute and this mentorship has shown me that it is never coming. I
cannot go back to who I was and the world I have been trying my whole life to belong in, doesn't need me to belong. Instead, the world
needs me to help re-shape it so that we can all belong and co-create a better one. I still can't see it all but what I do know is that I am
no longer hiding from my purpose but navigating within i . As my ﬁnal fun ac , I wrote 2 goals at the s art of 2020 with absolutely no
idea where to s art (see at ached). ey were: 1) I will have seen and access to my own past lives and 2) I will live in my purpose as a
plant medicine woman through food - and thanks to your mentorship I have found both :)"
Yours,

Mimi Young
Editor of Unseen Journal + Founder of Ceremonie

PS. As a solopreneur, I would also like to say thank you ahead of time for honouring my work. Please feel free to print ONE copy of
this magazine for your personal, non-commercial use and enjoyment. If you share any short excerpts on social media, full credit and
ta ing of myself @shopceremonie and the corresponding photographer must be included. If you feel called to share this content with
others, please only do so by using the link to join my mailing list. Please take the time to read my note on usage and copyright nonnegotiables on the previous page.

ank you for honouring this so I can continue to bring this to you every month for free.

A M I O K AY

Because a spirituality that
is not actively anti-racist
is not spirituality at all
Am I okay. As if this week was the starting place to ask this.
Because the words Kung Flu has been circulating for longer than
that. Because the sentiment that Northern American made
somehow denotes superiour to Asian made. Because hot for an
Asian or hot because I’m a fetish is supposed to be a
compliment. Because I was told I had “settled” by marrying an
Asian man, they said I could have “done better” by marrying
white (FYI - I would marry my man again and again). Because
back in the 80s, my uncles had endured burglary, and
irreparable physical and psychological assault— the authorities
said it was just simply being in the wrong place at the wrong
time. My brother relentlessly bullied for a decade at school, and
those authorities saying that’s just too bad. For my mom being
an entrepreneur not because she wanted to pursue a #girlboss
dream, but because her education and training was invalidated
since she didn’t get that training in Canada, and working for
herself was the only option to make ends meet and feed her
kids. For correcting people when they mispronounced my
surname, and they shru ing dismissively “same di erence”. Me
needing to advocate for my own children THIS YEAR at the
public school where they currently attend— teacher, principal,
and school board superintendent downplaying and gaslighting
racially motivated bullying and only taking our experiences
seriously when I caught them at their own game and their own
professional reputations were on the line. Because apparently
white folks are the only ones who can de ne what racism is. Just
like how apparently only men get to decide what’s sexist. e
very folks that invented all this, so they can tell us what’s what.
Because as victims we supposedly don’t know what we are
talking about...
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ey say it wasn’t racially motivated... It might be racially
motivated... It might be more about gender. As if monstrosity
cannot be intersectional. Because they think it isn’t racism until
someone or a group of them gets killed, and even then, it might
just be a coincidence... you know— it might just be a bad day.
And on the other side, in a churning sea of turmoil and grief, as
if prayers, love and light, and platitudes are somehow going to
make things better. To bring them back. And a er all those
prayers, I am still visibly Asian, along with Asian children and
the Asian elderly. And we are still susceptible to bias and
violence.
Am I okay. Today? is week? Tomorrow? When I was 22? 16? 5?
ere isn’t a single day when I am not aware that I am a woman
of colour. at my existence is conditional. Codes to abide by,
land mines to avoid, hoops to jump through. ey say I am
articulate, high achieving and resilient. Well, what if I never
wanted those things? What if all I wanted was the safety and
acceptance they have — the defaulted freedom to simply exist in
burdenless mediocrity?
Am I okay. Same same. Not much has changed from 39 years ago
when I immigrated here. Meet the new authority. Same as the
old authority. Meet the new politician. Same as the old
politician. Meet the new principal. Same as the old principal.
New words and new initiatives, same as the old ones. e entire
system has to reform. No more triangles, but all sitting in a
circle. And it needs to be guided by BIPOCs. Because WE
actually are the ones who might know what’s what.
Am I okay.
Hurting and angry, but okay. ❖

is commen ary originally appeared on Ceremonie’s IG feed
@shopceremonie and blog, as a response to the series of Atlan a spa shootings
in March. It was included because of the story’s alignment with April's issue’s
theme of Ancestors.
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I cannot
discuss about
ancestral
connection
without
alking about
anti-racism.

Plant Spirit Magick

PLANT SMOKE PRACTICES FOR
ANCESTRAL CONNECTION:
S M O K E S C RY I N G , I N C E N S E & M O R E

In my experience, plant smoke is the most e ective
form of calling ancestors. e plant spirits released in
smoke, combined with your energy, forms a resonance
that opens portals and communicates with spirit
beings, ancestors being no exception. Since the
currents released from each plant being is speci c to
the energy and task at hand, it’s important to select
the plants with deep awareness and discernment.
Plants can work at a generic or common level, but can
also interact with distinct family lines, and their
stories and traits. e most e ective plant magick
work is when the practitioner is working with a plant
(or a combination of plants) with whom they have a
current relationship or ancestral relationship with.
In my lineage, Mugwort is a plant shrouded in
mystery, magick, and healing. ( ere is a reason why
Mugwort is so relied upon in Traditional Chinese
Medicine). When invoked, Mugwort lends protection,
balancing, wisdom, psychic awareness, and even
binding (sealing a spell). Yarrow is also a powerful
plant friend to support ancestral connection.

Capnomancy or Libanomancy, commonly
known as smoke scrying is a form of
divination that involves looking at the
forms and movements of smoke to connect
to the Unseen. It is a highly eﬀective
method to receive ancestral messages.

Here are some simple guidelines when working with
plant smoke when connecting with ancestors. As
always, use caution and common sense.
In a heatproof bowl lled with sand, light a charcoal
disc with a lit match, lit candle, or lighter until it
sparks. Allow 1-2 mins for the charcoal to continue to
heat up. Sprinkle bits of dried botanical, such as
Mugwort, onto the lit charcoal, and begin your spell
as you would, setting your intention on connecting
with a loved one who has passed on in your family
line.
Smoke scrying (sometimes known as Capnomancy or
Libanomancy), a divination method, is also an
e ective practice for opening up to ancestors.
Following the same steps as above, direct your
attention and energy into the smoke itself (so that
you in essence, become the smoke). While in that
state, then allow the thoughts, visuals, or knowing
come and go, focus on the shi ing smoke as a conduit
to connect with ancestors.
Lastly, lighting incense is also a traditional way many
cultures engage in as a simple practice to connect
with their ancestors. In mine, incense is o en lit in
multiples, such as in 2s or 3s rather than single sticks.
Some traditions view this in line with numerology,
some viewing each stick representing a particular
ancestors. Smoke scrying can also be done with
incense smoke. ❖
LEARN TO WORK WITH PLANTS MAGICALLY

..............................................................................................................................................................................................
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Attune to your
inner oracle:
Learn elements of practice
and spirit wisdom around
dream work so you can
begin and sharpen the craft
of interpreting your
dreams.

NEXT UP

H OW TO I N T E R P R E T YO U R D R E A M S
live-stream with replay
TUESDAY, APRIL 6 from 1-3:30PM PST
sliding scale tuition

Topics / skills covered:
Mimi will share her personal experiences with dreams - from recurrent dreams to
nightmares, from divinatory dreams to ones that provide messages about her body's needs
and overall health.
Key practical skills to analyze, interpret, and understand your dreams e ectively, including
how to cra a dream spell
e 3 stages involved in dream work
Identifying your shadow(s), and learning from the shadows via your dreams
Practical and e ective tips on how to build a meaningful relationship with your dream life
and how to bring the wisdom to consciousness with clarity and evolving accuracy

STUDY THIS LIVE STREAM COURSE

WHO I AM

I am myself.
I am the a regation of those who came before me.
I am a mother. A father.
I am a teacher. A computer programmer.
I am a data analyst.
I am a homemaker.
I am a forensics photographer.
I am a business owner.
I am a cra er. I am a messenger.
I am a cook. I am a farmer.
I am a wet nurse. I am a scholar.
I am a writer. I am a poet.
I am a labourer. I am a matchmaker.
I am a calligrapher. I am a record keeper.
I am an occultist. I am a diviner.

14

We birthed. We worked. We survived.
We braved wars and political upheavals.
We made friends. We lost friends.
We were loud. We were silenced.
We saw the future. We met our past.
We hid. We moved. We ed.
We made a livelihood. We lost the livelihood.
We discovered, sti ed, suppressed, and reignited passions.
We made do. We experienced comfort.
We lost family. We lost our names. We learned new tongues.
We adapted our cooking with new ingredients.
We gathered. We separated. We reunited.
We forgot. We remembered.
We grieved. We celebrated.
We wrote new stories.
We learned. We unlearned. We learn again.
We stayed small. We expanded to our natural size.
We said goodbye for now. We say hello again.
We said yes. We said no. We said maybe.
We said love.
We say love. ❖
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We lost amily.
We lost our
names. We
learned new
tongues. We
forgo . We
remembered.

Feature Story

THE TIGER CURSE
Healing an Ancestral Line

My paternal grandmother (whom I refer as Nai Nai, paternal
grandmother in Mandarin) grew up in Keelung, Taiwan. When
she was born, her mother (whom I referred to as Ah Zoh, great
grandparent in Hokkien) celebrated exuberantly by announcing
a feast complete with a slaughtered pig. is was highly unusual,
counter-cultural and was seen as extravagant, as Chinese
tradition in the 1930s did not particularly value the birth of a
daughter, and certainly not with the life of precious livestock,
which during those modest economic times, meat would be
reserved only for seasonal festivals and other signi cant
milestone celebrations.
But my Ah Zoh had very good reason to celebrate with what
others would perceive as excess.
Ah Zoh gave birth to a healthy boy as her rstborn. Soon a er,
she gave birth to a daughter.
is girl (my grandmother’s
biological sister) was born in the year of the Tiger, during the
night, an especially ominous sign for any traditional Han
Taiwanese family at that time. Within the Chinese Zodiac,
particularly in its traditional interpretation, a female born in
the evening within the year of the Tiger would grow to be
uncouth, rebellious, irreverent, zealous, daring, ill-tempered,
reckless, and headstrong. In other words, nothing a female
“should be”.
For this reason, the age-old Chinese folklore has named these
ualities as the “Tiger curse”, su esting that girls born in the
year of the Tiger, particularly at night (the realm of the demons
and the unseen – shadow Yin energy) are born with a set of
undesirable energetics, leaving them destined to bring bad luck
and devastation to their families.
With pressure from her husband’s family, as well as from her
own upbringing of subscribing to the Chinese folktale, she gave
away her daughter to a peasant family, who welcomed the
addition of any child as they would grow to become extra hands
who can labour on farms. is practise of giving away “Tiger
girls” was not uncommon during those times.
is decision haunted my Ah Zoh. And just as the Chinese
folktale foretold, the Tiger Curse descended upon her body and
spirit, not in the way that she expected, but with a sinking guilt
and unspeakable betrayal of both her child and herself.

My Ah Zoh conceived again, and gave birth to a stillborn.
Another child a er that, and he died from a fever before the age
of one. Ah Zoh, then upon a visit to her neighbourhood temple,
pleaded with her ancestors that the loss of these two boys was
su cient atonement for her personal contributions towards
sexism and spiritual distortions.
en my Nai Nai was born. And hence the slaughtering of the
pig as a celebration. By then, my Ah Zoh, had realized that no
amount of spiritual bypassing could separate her love from her
children, regardless of gender, regardless of how wild and
liberated they grow to be, regardless of regardlessnesses.
Ah Zoh raised Nai Nai di erently than how many girls were
raised during that time. While many families devoted more
attention to their sons, Nai Nai experienced e uality in her
home. One simple example was that Nai Nai attended school
without the additional demands of domestic chores (girls
helping out at home was a common expectation in Chinese
homes from that era, though it was never expected for boys). >>

en my Nai Nai was born. And
hence the slaughtering of the pig as a
celebration. By then, my Ah Zoh, had
realized that no amount of spiritual
bypassing could separate her love from
her children, regardless of gender,
regardless of how wild and liberated
they grow to be, regardless of
regardlessnesses.

................................................................................................................................................................................ APRIL 2021 | UNSEEN
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T H E

T I G E R

C U RS E

H e a l i n g a n A n c e s t ra l L i n e

To Nai Nai, there are signiﬁcant injustices a
female aces in a patriarchal system,
including patriarchal spiritual systems. She
gave me the attention in ways that she could
and knew how.

>> All this was told to me only a few years ago. I have no living memory of my Ah Zoh, but feel
her presence from time to time; she also appears in my dreams (see March 2021's issue). Nai Nai
always wanted a daughter of her own, and said the wait was worth it when I was born (Nai Nai
has three sons, my father being her rstborn). Everyone in my family says I resemble her, which
I take as a supreme compliment. ough Nai Nai did not play favourites, she did take extra care
to invest in me in ways that she did not feel necessary to invest in a boy because the system
already serves males. To Nai Nai, there are signi cant injustices a female faces in a patriarchal
system, including patriarchal spiritual systems. She gave me the attention in ways that she could
and knew how. She taught me how to knit and embroider, how to cook a few of my favourite
dishes, sharply advised me how to bargain at open markets in Taipei when I went to visit, passed
down her love of plants to me, taught me that a good cry is good medicine, showed me what
ancestral reverence means, and she even taught me the most important thing in sex ed when I
was in junior high school – a very bold thing for a Chinese grandma to do (a woman of
e ciency, Nai Nai summed it all in a single sentence: “Never let a boy touch you unless you
absolutely want him to”).
We were having lunch at White Spot (a diner-style chain in western Canada) a few years ago,
before she relocated back to Taiwan permanently (too frail to travel overseas). Over sh and
chips, she shared the story of her lost sister.
My own eyes teared up as she told it all, along with her aching uestions: Has she ever crossed
paths with her own sister unknowingly while growing up? Did her sister’s fate turn out for the
better in the end? Letting the mixture of sorrow and gratitude in her own personal story
tangibly be felt as I listened intently, half shocked, half saddened, yet fully hopeful. Hopeful
because of the realization of how a tragic decision led her own mother to not only face her
personal shadows and demons, but her entire culture’s.
At the end of our lunch, Nai Nai said in her usual manner of sparseness, “You’re rebellious and
counter-cultural in your own way. And it’s not a curse at all.”
Who said that old ladies don’t know anything? ❖

is story is from Ceremonie’s Spirit Stories Archives. It was included because of the story’s alignment with April's
issue’s theme of Ancestors.

T H E

T I G E R

C U RS E

H e a l i n g a n A n c e s t ra l L i n e

Nai Nai said in her usual manner
of sparseness, “You’re rebellious and
counter-cultural in your own way.
And it’s not a curse at all.”
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M Y S T E RY M E N T O R S H I P
WAT E R M O D U L E
Starts Sunday, April 4
sliding scale | partial scholarships currently available

e Ceremonie Mystery Mentorship is an online initiation
program for serious seekers and apprentices to re-activate,
sharpen, and accelerate their psychic, magick, core shamanic, and
occultic skills in depth and breadth, with safety and integrity.
Apprentices have provided the feedback that they:
•
Can connect with their ancestors and family lines in meaningful ways.
•
Dramatically increased their magick/ psychic / intuitive abilities.
•
Remembered their purpose.
•
Trust their dreams and interpret with accuracy.
•
Doubt less and trust their intuition with con dence and joy.
•
Experienced powerful synchronicities that are beyond human words.
•
Feel love for themselves and loved by the Cosmos.
•
Healed trauma that have existed for decades and in some cases, generations.
•
Found spirit kin.
In the upcoming Water Module of the Mystery Mentorship program, we will be
cultivating discernment while in a complex world. is discernment serves as a
foundation to support psychic development - as without it, accessing the Unseen can
potentially be harmful or irresponsible.
Sliding scale tuition. Some partial scholarships available.
More info via https://shopceremonie.com/learn/mystery-mentorship/

A TGF O
L KU
S SRA YRAEBLOIUG
TI O N
L OTW
SHIHEN
YO
M Y S T E RY M E N T O R S H I P
& R E B U I L D I N G YO U R
S P I R I T UA L I T Y
"I entered into the Mystery Mentorship program because I was drawn
in by Mimi's authenticity, ethics, and strength. I had taken some of the
on-demand courses and it helped to reignite a world for me that I had
walked away from a long time ago. After entering the program, there
was a dramatic shift in my life that felt like constantly fighting the
current, to flowing along with it. I love that in the program that there
is an encouragement to stretch ourselves, but continually test our
engagement and beliefs against our ethics and what we hold to be true.
This program asks a lot of each individual, but it gives backs in ways
that you can't imagine. Be brave, and jump in with both feet!"
―Jessica

Enroll in the Water Module

“I had the pleasure of interviewing Mimi on my podcast recently, when I learned about her
Mystery Mentorship offering. I knew nothing about shamanic journeying or altar work and it
was during the interview that I first heard the term Chaos Magick. But I now 100% believe
that Mimi and her world is a gift from the Universe. In the short time I have worked with her
and been in this program, I have opened up a whole new connection to Spirit that I never
knew existed. I’ve now journeyed six times, met my Key Spirit Ally and Psychopomp! Her
knowledge and wisdom is insanely vast, and I appreciate how upfront and real she is. Mimi
has become a role model for me, defying all the trends and images you conjure in your mind
when you think “shamanic witch.” Magic is something I never thought I would be interested in
but find myself growing increasingly curious the more I learn and experience. Mimi's
unapologetic approach to her shamanic practice and her truth makes her an incredible teacher.
So grateful to have been brought to this unique spirit.”
Ellen Wong
co-founder of @DAUGHERSBRAND + @WOOKNEWPODCAST

............................................................................................................................................................................ APRIL 2021 | UNSEEN
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ON-DEMAND COURSES
T O S U P P O RT Y O U R C O N N E C T I O N W I T H A N C E S T O R S

SHAMANIC CONNECTION TO DECEASED LOVED ONES
Learn foundational cores shamanic journeying to connect with any
deceased loved one, ancestors included. e work presented in a con ainer
of safety, integrity, and deep respect for those who have passed on.
LEARN SHAMANIC CONNECTION TO DECEASED LOVED ONES

PAST LIVES HEALING + SOUL RETRIEVALS
To provide you with practical tools on identifying patterns that may show
up from both your amily lines and soul lines, and how to call back those
lost parts to reclaim your fuller sel .
LEARN PAST LIVES HEALING + SOUL RETRIEVALS

SHAMANISM + TEA
Folks with lineage from Asia, connect with Tea as an ancestral plant
medicine. Because as parents (or soon-to-be parents), you are also
ancestors.
LEARN SHAMANISM + TEA

DEVIL MEDICINE: SHADOWS + NIGHTMARES
Confronting one’s shadows and demons is the direct por al to deep healing
that not only aﬃrms onesel , but can ultimately reroute negative ancestral
/ amily patterns into redemptive ones.
LEARN DEVIL MEDICINE: SHADOWS + NIGHTMARES

22
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S P OT L I G H T S

SOUL MAMA PODCAST - PT 1
Host Nehanda Truscott-Reid and I discuss what it means to be believe
that being a witch is dangerous, being a witch of colour in general,
and other gems in part 1 (of 2) conversations.

LISTEN

SOUL MAMA PODCAST - PT 2
Host Nehanda and I go deeper on the topics of sex, technology,
raising magickal children, and so much more in part 2.

LISTEN

D i s c o v e r Te r p e n e s w i t h S i m p l y B a r e ™ O r g a n i c
I’ll be taking over Simply Bare Organic’s Instagram
@simplybareorganic on Wednesday, 21st April at 5pm PST / 8pm EST.
Join me as I guide you through the aromas and terpenes found in
common plants, their psychology and personality, all inspired by the
terpenes in Simply Bare Organic’s new cultivar. See you there!
For more information, visit www.simplybare.com

24
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THE SONG SINGS ITSELF
H o w a T a i w a n e s e I n d i g e n o u s S o n g Wa s S t o l e n

ose of you who are old enough to remember music pre-iTunes, pre-Spotify, pre-Soundcloud, preNapster (even that sounds dated), the only way to listen to a new song was on the radio. When
German band, Enigma, came out with the track, “Return to Innocence”, I was in the 8th grade. e
lead single hit top 5 on many radio charts, including in Canada and the US, and the track was used on
various TV shows, a Disney lm, and in an ad to promote the Summer Olympics.
e song’s most recognizable feature is the melodic chant that opens the song, and acts as the song’s
refrain (and backbone) throughout. “Return to Innocence” was seen to help ‘elevate’ the perception of
western New Age music within the mass; “spiritual” or “conscious” music began shi ing from ‘cringy’
and niche to something widely embraced and perceived as beautiful. However, “Return To Innocence”
was problematic, and was anything but “spiritual” or “innocent” for that matter.
e iconic chant looped in the Enigma song is indigenous Taiwanese, and was sung by a folk music
husband and wife duet, Difang and Igay Duana, from the Ami tribe. e Ami are Malayo-Polynesian,
and have a distinct history, language, and culture from the Han Chinese. e recording of their chant
(considered an Elder’s Drinking song), was sampled for the Enigma track without their awareness,
consent, crediting, or compensation.
Four years a er “Return to Innocence” released, Difang and Igay Duana sued Enigma, EMI Records,
and associated recording companies for unauthorized usage of their song. e members of Enigma and
EMI Records maintained they did it unintentionally, as they had believed that Duanas’ chant was in
public domain, de ecting blame on the French government who had recorded an Elder’s Drinking
Song performance and circulated it without the Duanas’ awareness, consent, and credit. e case was
settled, and all further releases of the song includes some crediting to the Duanas.
PS. I had completely forgotten that my mom had shared aspects of this story with me decades ago, and many thanks to my friend,
Serena, in recent years for bringing up the history and context of the use of Di ang and Igay Duana's song!

LISTEN TO THE ORIGINAL VERSION OF THE
AMI ELDER'S DRINKING SONG
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WA S M Y W O R K O F VA L U E T O Y O U ?

What did you think of UNSEEN Journal, Issue 02?
How was my work of value to you?
With a contribution of $8, you can keep Unseen Magazine,
a passion project + labour of love, thriving and growing.

SUPPORT UNSEEN JOURNAL
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